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INTERCULT WORKS TOWARDS THE INTERNATIONALISATION OF SWEDISH
CULTURAL LIFE

We engage in trans-border cultural projects. We allow ourselves to be challenged
by the forces of contemporary diversity: voices and expressions.
We act interculturally, both as producers and experts. We initiate large scale coproductions, primarily at the European level. We connect local and international
initiatives, we work across disciplines and in multiple partnerships. We bring
together artists, operators and audience, creating unexpected encounters.
We operate actively in several networks. We share experience through seminars,
conferences, lectures and mentorship. We have many direct experiences of
managing EU projects. We are a Europe Direct office, engaging in cultural politics
and citizen communication.
From our home base in Stockholm, we interact as a project-based platform,
engaging with others on cultural policy development. Our particular competence is
within the arts and culture and it is accessible: we do and share!
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INTERCULT PRODUCTION
NEW FORMATS AND NEW COLLABORATORS IN OUR TRANS-NATIONAL PROJECT

The circle was closed during the final year of the collaborative cultural odyssey
Black/North SEAS, initiated by Intercult in 2006. After two years on the road to 17
locations in Europe, with twenty new artistic works presented in SEAS festivals
alongside local programming, we returned to artistic research encountering new
locations. New collaborations in the North Sea and Black Sea regions led to more
events.
During the end phase of the project a format was developed for meetings between artists and
coastal communities, the artistic research method we call “dates” grew into an extensive Xpedition
along the Black Sea coast of Turkey. New and exciting collaborations resulted in a SEAS event in
Scotland and in the Adjara region of Georgia.
Aided by international researchers a web based tool was created for reflections and evaluation of
the almost four-year long project. Formally, the SEAS project ended with two months of intensive
report writing with the final report delivered to the EU in Brussels.
Within Intercult Production we continued to develop the platform Fast Forward and laid the
groundwork for coming transnational collaborations.
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BLACK/NORTH SEAS
Our darling/megaproject laid to rest
2010 was the last year for Black/Norths SEAS, a huge project that we started running in July 2007.
It often happens when one works with long projects that the work is revised and plans changed
along the way. In Black/North SEAS we made a number of changes that among other things
allowed us to reconnect with The British Isles. In collaboration with the Scottish Arts Council we
were invited to stage SEAS in Aberdeen. In connection to this event we invited Umeå 2014 to join
our partnership, marking the beginning of a long-term collaboration between Umeå 2014 and
Intercult.
SEAS ABERDEEN AND THE LAUNCHING OF NEW ”DATES”
Between April 22nd – May 2nd a smaller SEAS event was docked in Aberdeen; two performances
of Glorious Death by Dritëro Kasapi, Anne Lise Stenseth’s video series The Kiss and Waste
Project, Fantomats by Dritëro Kasapi and Venelin Shurelov, and a Cityscape seminar. CityScape
Arts and Urban Re:Invention is the SEAS forum for examining in what ways art and culture can act
as motors in urban development. In every city where CityScape has taken place, international and
local researchers and artists have gathered for discussions with city planners and politicians.
Aberdeen was the sixth and last seminar in the series and followed Odessa, Istanbul, Göteborg,
Tromsö and Skegness.

Foto från Kajsa Sandström och Chris Biddlecombes date i Aberdeen.
The theme in Aberdeen was ” Can culture create a future?” and ”Can culture create citizens?” This
theme mirrors the process that Scottish Arts Council (today called Creative Scotland) has pursued
within the framework of its mission. Special guest invited from Sweden was Marie Louise
Rönnmark from Umeå.
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The seminar attracted approximately 80 participants and featured 10 invited guests. ”Arts and
Urban Re:Invention” under the SEAS flag has been a continuous success. It serves as a reflective
and forward-looking counterpoint to the artistic activities presented by SEAS. The SEAS audience
in Aberdeen consisted primarily of local citizens, but artists and cultural workers from the whole
region participated, curious and eager for an international artistic event.
SEAS Aberdeen was also the launching pad for a new ”Dates” project involving eight artists, four of
whom reside in Sweden. Intercult developed this method of artistic research for the first SEAS
project in 2004. The secret to a successful date is finding and matching the right artists. They
should represent different disciplines and come from different countries. They meet to work
together for a couple of days in a place neither have visited before. The dates, hosted by a partner
in a harbour city, have no decided agenda except that the results should be presented at a
gathering of all involved. The purpose is to inspire new artistic work by bringing people and places
together.
In collaboration with the Scottish Arts Council and Umeå 2014, eight chosen artists met for the first
time at SEAS Aberdeen. The participants were Chris Biddlecomb; performance artist, David Leddy;
performance artist, Michael Popper; performance artist and Sandy Thomson; stage director, Kajsa
Sandström; dancer, Oscar Östergren och Fredrik Oskarsson; film makers and Anneli Furmark;
illustrator. These follow ups were decided at the end of the Aberdeen meeting:
•
•
•
•
•

Chris and Kajsa would participate in SEAS Xpedition from Istanbul to Batumi (see below).
David Leddy would travel to Istanbul in November and be guided by Selen Akcali.
Michael, Oscar and Fredrik planned a trip to Rijeka in Croatia to take place in January
2011.
Sandy and Anneli would travel to Odessa in the Ukraine in February 2011.
All would gather once again in Umeå at the end of February 2011.

Photos from the date between Fredrik Oskarsson and Michael Poppers date.
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GLORIOUS DEATH
Still in the repertoire
Our critically acclaimed production Glorious Death, directed by Dritëro Kasapi and written by Mia
Törnqvist, played twice during SEAS Aberdeen. We had had long entertained plans that it would be
included in SEAS activities, touring during that Autumn. But various circumstances prevented this.
Glorious Death is still on our repertoire and will be performed in the future.

Eva Stellby spelar Gloria i Glorious Death. På skärmarna syns Jan Abrahamson.
SEAS XPEDITION SEPTEMBER 14-26
An adventurous trip from Istanbul to Batumi
For SEAS’ final year, artistic director Chris Torch wanted to scale down the production apparatus
and concentrate on the meetings, the interaction between artists and the local population. He
began to design a new SEAS format and to gather artists for an expedition. The trip would feature
stops at a couple of smaller towns, where performances could be played to initiate a meeting
between the participants and local artists and audiences. Thirty-some artists in busses were able to
visit small coastal towns in Eastern Turkey where contemporary art is rarely experienced. The
Xpedition were both a research trip and an experience for those on board and an experience for
those whom we met along the way.
Supported by the Swedish Institute, some initial research trips to Istanbul and Georgia were
undertaken. Because of Georgia’s present political instability and the necessity for extensive
logistical groundwork, it took several visits to Georgia before a program could be established that
allowed almost 40 persons to travel by bus along the Black Sea coast from Istanbul to Batumi on a
trip that took ten days.
The Intercult team was augmented with the addition of Selen Akcali as Turkish co-ordinator.
Alongside a number of our Black/North SEAS artists and technicians (BADco, Tyiatro Oyunevi,
Vilna Scena, Christina David, Kateryna Radchenko, Nedyalko Delchev, Venelin Shurelov, Boris
Cajnko, Natasa Zavolovsek and AnneLise Stenseth), all of whom were excited to develop the
expedition format with us, we were able, through additional support from Arts Council England, to
invite a number of British artists. In cooperation with the Nottingham based dance organisation
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Dance4, three women artists; Priya Mistry, Verity-Jane Keefe and Rita Marcalo along with John
Byford photographer and mayor of Skegness all joined the expedition. We also engaged two
Georgian artists: Ana Riaboshenko och Luka Zautashvili.
th

th

SEAS Xpedition took place between the 14 and 26 of September along the following route. From
Istanbul along the Black Sea coast through the small towns of Akçakoça, Ünye, Ayder,
Camlihemsin and Hopa, finally crossing the border into Batumi, Georgia. We met a wonderful and
curious audience in the small places, people who participated as audiences or in workshops.
Looking back, it was precisely these unforeseeable meetings that made SEAS Xpedition such a joy
and a success.

Photo: John Byford. Nedyalko Delchev shared memories in a box with the people of Calihemsin.
SEAS X BATUMI 22-25 SEPTEMBER
Upon arrival in Batumi we received a warm welcome from the local Batumi SEAS team who were
charged with arranging Batumi’s first ever, international performing arts festival. Our central
collaborating partner in Georgia is the region of Adjara, an autonomous region that has Batumi as
its main city. It is their wish to emphasize their autonomy through investments in culture and
tourism.
We showed BADco´s The League of Time, The Fantomats and Anne Lise Stenseth’s work at
Batumi Drama Theatre. Tyiatro Oyunevi their production ”Waiting” about a refugee’s waiting, in the
transit hall of the Batumi harbour. It was an incredibly strong experience with an audience who
could see themselves in every action portrayed.
Vilna Scena presented a poetic street manifestation on the theme of freedom of speech. Several of
our SEAS artists held workshops for students enrolled in Georgia’s performing arts academies and
Chris joined Professor Levan Khetaguri to hold a course in arts management.
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Batumi/Zagreb: An eccentric comic tale on Georgias recent history met a futuristic
dance/performance on utopias and ideologies of the East and West. BADco. presented The
League of Time (right) and Batumi State Drama Theatre Banana and Quince Pudding in Cognac
and Rome (left).
SEAS X STOCKHOLM 16-19 NOVEMBER
And so the time came to finish Black/North SEAS! And even though Stockholm is neither on the
Black or the North Sea, we were of course eager to produce a SEAS event on our own turf. Partly
in an effort to allow for a meeting between our international contacts and the cultural context of our
daily lives in Stockholm, but also to offer those who couldn’t join us for SEAS in Alingsås and
Göteborg 2009, a taste of some of the artistic collaborations developed by SEAS.
It was a classic combination featuring performances of BADco´s mysterious and engaging The
League of Time, an installation of Anne Lise Stenseths video artwork The Kiss and Waste Project
and the international symposium Re:Imagining Cultural Space. This all took place at Orionteater
th
th
between the 16 and 19 of November and was produced with their generous support. The whole
event was a great success!
The performance was a perfect match for Orionteatern’s beautiful space and BADco, who are
quickly gaining a reputation in Sweden, attracted large audiences who were also able to enjoy
Anne Lise’s video installation.
More about the conference under the heading European Resource Centre for Culture.
SEAS DOCK
A tool for sharing our experience
How can we best utilize the unique experiences we gathered through these years of SEAS?
Happily, thanks to support from the Arts Council England, we were able to commission an external
evaluation and publish it alongside a wealth of collected documentation on a newly established
website, SEAS Dock – www.seas.se. Vanessa Ware led this extensive and time exhausting labour
resulting in a user friendly tool for anyone interested in producing multi-lateral collaborative projects
in Europe.
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Prof. Lidia Varbanova designed the evaluation and conducted the interviews that were the
foundation for a survey. Dr. Dragan Klaic authored a reflection on the results of the project
extracting 26 recommendations for future projects from the survey responses. Almost one hundred
participants from Europe - artists, producers, bureaucrats, politicians and financiers were invited to
participate in the evaluation. Roughly half of those invited answered the survey or allowed
themselves to be interviewed.
On SEAS Dock a summery of the evaluation and the reflection on results by Dragan Klaic is
published. Chris Torch and Adam Jeanes, SEAS artistic directors and project manager, both
contribute with texts on their experiences and lessons learned about partnership, financing,
concept and project design as well as reflections on the artistic process.
One of SEAS central results, aside from having produced over 20 new works of art and toured to
17 cities, is that it has been a learning project with a steep intercultural learning curve for all
participants. The evaluation examines the forces driving each participants involvement in SEAS,
and records their thoughts concerning the projects weaknesses and strengths.
This ambitious documentation of Black/North SEAS collects more than 250 interlinked pages
presentating the artists, artist dates, productions, organisations, SEAS-events and media, as well
as hundreds of photographs and a number of films and podcasts. A record of the entire SEAS
process from artistic research to production and the travelling festival is available online. The
political and cultural context of every city that hosted a SEAS event is described along with an
introduction to major cultural operators on the local scene.
SEAS REPORT
Authored by office artists
All EU projects demand a detailed report! Black/North SEAS project manager Adam Jeanes has
continually collected information and written interim reports. Recently we had a two-month window
in which to write and deliver our final SEAS report. As primary partner and project coordinator it
was Intercult’s responsibility to see that all SEAS collaborators also wrote their reports demanded
by the funding agreement. Adam undertook a number of trips and collected a mass of information
that he later correlated according to the complex routines demanded of the EU. The written report
comprised 45 pages and the economic report another 128 pages. Along with copies of all the
communications and marketing materials this meant that two heavy boxes were posted two
Brussels.
The experiences gained are priceless and this knowledge on how to design budgets and
partnerships is already being applied to new projects, both our own and those colleagues who have
turned to us to consult them when writing applications to EU’s Cultural program.
The summary of the key results of the SEAS project:
”Black/North SEAS was a European cultural platform that connected two very different European
regions – The Black Sea and the North Sea. SEAS created 20 new cross-disciplinary artistic works
that were inspired by intercultural exchange between artists from the two regions and the political,
environmental and social realities facing Europe’s coastal communities. In the format of a travelling
festival the artworks were presented in urban and unconventional spaces in 17 towns and cities,
including the conference series CityScape on arts and re-urbanisation. SEAS was initiated by
Intercult and realized with 7 co-organisers and 70 artists, with support by the EU Culture
Programme 2007-2013.
After three and a half years, 17 separate towns and cities (actually 21 if you include each of the
places on SEAS X), 20 commissioned works and nearly 80,000 audience and participants, the
Black/North SEAS “arts adventure” came to an end on 30 November 2010.”
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FAST FORWARD
Continued exchange between Sweden and the Balkan countries
Fast Forward (FFW) is a platform for collaborative work examining our socio-political context and
encouraging inter-disciplinary artwork. Intercult´s Corina Oprea runs FFW focusing on the Balkans
and Sweden in 2009-2010, in cooperation with the Swedish Institute’s Creative Force program and
various partners in the Balkans.
“Coming from a country and environment where information does not flow easily, participation
within the FAST FORWARD programs (both in 2009 and 2010) brought me fresh and qualitative
educational inputs with great efficiency. FAST FORWARD functions as a great artistic platform that
enables the creation of different artistic collaborations and strong regional and international
support.”
Igor Koruga, Serbia, participant in two FFW laboratories.
Last year, a collaboration was initiated with Nomad Dance Academy; a network gathering a
number of dance organisations in the Balkan region. This year, during an intensive October month,
Corina worked with parallel projects in Skopje and Belgrade, alternating in the roles of project
manager, process facilitator, curator and moderator.
Corina’s education, she has a MA in ”Cultural Management and Cultural Policies in the Balkans”,
from the University of Belgrade provides a perfect foundation for developing work with partners in
the region. Corina also began Curators Lab, a post-master programme at Konstfack, The
University College of Arts, Crafts and Design in Stockholm, running from the Autumn of 2010 until
the Spring of 2011.
(IM)PERSONAL NARRATIVES – LABORATORY ON DANCE AND DRAMATURGY
15 - 20 October in Skopje/Macedonia
“Stories of the body told through the body which makes cultural conflict concrete and accessible.”
Langellier, Voiceless
One of last year’s FFW-partners was the Skopje based dance organisation Lokomotiva run by
Biljana Tanurovska. In partnership with Biljana we initiated this year’s project, an examination of
dance and dramaturgy.
Three Swedish choreographers joined seven students at the Nomad Dance Academy for a
workshop led by Ivana Ivkovic, from BADco/Croatia and artist/choreographer Mateusz Herczka
from Sweden.
The participants were Anna Asplind, Rebecca Chentinell and Josefine Larson Olin (Sweden),
Vikorija Ilijoska, Aleksandar Georgiev and Kliment Poposki (Macedonia), Igor Koruga (Serbia), Esta
Matković, (Croatia) and Domen Sega (Slovenia). Playwright Goran Stefanovski produced a
”toolbox” of dramatic materials for the workshop.
In the evaluation participants said;
”Interestingly, it was the role of the dramaturge that seemed continually to attract the most
controversy and debate. This debate is common in dance and has helped shift the focus from the
static notion of ‘the dramaturgical role’ and the dramaturge as a figure of intellectual authority,
towards inclusive and democratic models with the dramaturge as a facilitator of dramaturgical
thinking.”
”There are many ways to define the role and partaking in a collaborative process, and today
dramaturgical practice in dance is about getting a sense of how to work with the visual, musical,
textual, cinematic and philosophical material”.
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FFW ART AND POLITICS @ OCTOBER SALON
Corina is interested in how we who work with art and cultural projects define and use key concepts
such as democracy, citizenship, civil engagement and the role of art. She engineered a meeting
between artists from Sweden and Serbia to examine these questions.

The images are examples from Milica Tomic’s (right) and Saskia Holmkvist’s (left) earlier work.
A laboratory, a performative dialogue and a public discussion featuring artists Milica Tomic (Serbia)
th
nd
and Saskia Holmkvist (Sweden) took place between 18 and 22 of October during the
international art exhibition, October Salon. A number of cultural actors were also invited from
Serbia to participate in the discussion with their reflections and comments. The audience consisted
both of colleagues from the culture sector and visitors to the art exhibition.
A TALK WITH ANJA SUSA/BELGRAD AND MATTIAS ANDERSSON/STOCKHOLM
th
On the 26 of October Corina Oprea moderated a public discussion between two stage directors
and artistic directors of theatrical institutions; Mattias Andersson and Anja Susa. The discussion
took place during The Belgrade Book Fair and was attended by the Book Fair audience.
PRESENTATION OF FAST FORWARD DANCE-VIDEO LAB
th
On the 17 of February the Dance-video Lab was presented in Intercult’s Annexet with a viewing of
the six short films that were produced in 2009. Thirty-five people attended the presentation.
th

On the 29 of May we also screened the dance videos during the Neighbourhood Day Katarina
Kvartersdag (read more under Katarina Kvartersdag).

FUTURE PROJECTS IN PLANNING
Being a project-based organisation, we are never able to just sit back and calmly tie together one
project before steaming ahead with the next one. It is something that we have neither the time nor
the funds to do.
CORNERS
Our next multi-lateral European journey
Chris and Adam have spent the whole year discussing and exploring new ideas, conversing with
potential partners and reference persons. CORNERS or Four Corners of Europe is a multi-annual
collaboration between a number of cultural initiatives and organisations in Europe.
In May we gathered our partners in Istanbul to lay the foundation for a new grant application to the
EU Cultural program. In September we delivered our proposal for ”Four Corners – Research and
Development” with a focus on research, project development and transnational collaboration. A
second phase of CORNERS will be developed, creating a five-year project 2013-2017. The
Research & Development phase includes four artist Xpeditions aimed at exploring the edges of
Europe and meeting citizens and cultural operators. The first Xpedition, using Umeå as base camp,
will be to the North, to be followed by Xpeditions in Georgia, Poland and the Balkans. The partners
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we are working with at present are Umeå 2014, Gdansk 2016, Drugo More and Pogon in Croatia
and Exodos in Slovenia.
CONTINUED COOPERATION WITH THE ADJARA REGION
After SEAS X Batumi we signed a letter of intent with the Adjara region concerning continued
collaboration in the establishment of an annual theatre festival and the use of our competence in
developing cultural policy in the region. We maintain contact with Sulhan Turmanidze for future
projects. As a follow-up to our collaboration we mailed, in November, an application to EU –
Europe Aid ”Strengthening capacities in the cultural sector”, and are now waiting for a reply.
”CROSSCURRENT”
Some of our initiatives activate collaborations and generate new ideas, but never leave the drawing
board. We participated in a Nordic contest, ”Nordic Performance Event 2011-12” initiated by the
Nordic Cultural Fund. We gathered a number of strong cultural operators in a two-day project
development workshop and then authored an ambitious application. Unfortunately our idea did not
win. We were, from Sweden: Riksteatern, Sirqus Alfon and Interaktiva Institutet. From Denmark:
CKI (Centre for Culture and Development) and Taastrup Teater. From Norway: Du Store Verden!
and Nordic Black Theatre.
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EUROPEAN RESOURCE CENTRE
FOR CULTURE
WE SHARE OUR EXPERIENCES TO INSPIRE OTHERS!

We set high goals for our European Resource Centre for Culture (ERC) for 2010.
We wanted cultural operators throughout Sweden to begin contemplating
international collaborations and to see the possibilities therein. We decided to work
for an extension of the mission given us by the Swedish Ministry for Culture and
The Swedish National Arts Council, effectively ending in 2010. ERC developed
naturally through Intercult’s many years of engagement in domestic and
international cultural life. With a directive from the Ministry of Culture we have
been able to assume responsibility, as an independent source, for strengthening
our cultural sector’s work in a European context and ability to apply for
international funding.
ERC has initiated projects that in the long run could increase the Swedish presence on the
European cultural stage. The interest that ERC already has attracted indicates that these goals will
be met. There is an increasing interest in the knowledge that Intercult has to offer. We see a slow
but steady change in attitude among our colleagues. We are meeting groups with international
interests who previously perceived the EU as centrally steered and overly complicated but who are
now looking to engage with European partners and make applications. In the beginning of the year
we listed a number of activities in which the ERC could be engaged. We were satisfied that we
were able to offer consultations, courses, cultural/political support and engagement in networks.
But we quickly saw that in order to get Swedish cultural operators to submit applications for
European funding we needed a deeper involvement in potential projects. We decided to launch a
the coaching project in which we would guide a couple of projects all the way, from idea to
application.
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WE ARE AN INDEPENDENT OPERATOR WITH DOORS OPEN TO EVERYONE IN SWEDEN!
Our mission has ensured that Intercult is able to offer the benefit of its experience for the general
good and can criticize and advise without adjusting to the opinions or demands of any department
or funding body. We are able to interact with the entire field: non-profits, independent companies,
individuals, ensembles and institutions. We can conduct a deep and personal examination of a
project to increase its chances of success. We can guide an application process to avoid technical
mishaps. We believe that our independence is important and guarantees the availability of ERC´s
services to everyone, a broad spectrum of operators wishing to enter into European projects.
International experiences show that it is often the independent arts sector that is most active in
transnational collaborations.
ERC’S TO BE OR NOT TO BE
With the end of ERC’s contract in 2010 in mind, we decided to initiate a strategy to enable
continued support. Despite active lobbying with letters and meetings we were not able to achieve
this result. The Ministry of Culture was definite in its answer, the Arts Council could not raise its
funding to Intercult and the County Council decided not to unilaterally continue its support.
We are do not fathom the cultural-political underpinnings of this decision and are deeply
disappointed. We know that the decision is in not indicative of any displeasure with our activities.
We can see that interest in Europe has grown throughout the cultural sector, indeed as never
before, and we see a growing need for guidance in a broad range of organisations and institutions
in the cultural sector. We constantly read that the government wishes to increase Swedish
involvement in the EU Cultural program. Still there is a decision to withhold continued support for
ERC, the result of which is that we are forced to redefine and partially discontinue a service that
benefited the entire Swedish cultural community. One that could very well increase cultural
financing through the accessing of European funds!
Since we are unable to operate ERC as a public service we will adopt the entrepreneurial guise
and market our competence as a set of services. It is in itself an exciting challenge that may serve
us well in the long run. Our business plan is founded on initiating long-term strategic relationships
with for example; regions, municipalities and universities, and to offer our services for a fee. We
have the competence and the ideas, now we must see if we have the competence to sell our
services and if customers are willing to pay for them.

INTERCULT’S RESOURCE MODEL
We work with a project model fashioned on a combination of long experience from our own projects
and an intimate knowledge of the EU and cultural politics, adding to this a web of contacts built
over years of collaboration and networking. Through courses, seminars and conferences we
inspire participation in dialogue.
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NETWORKS
PRACTICE

Through active participation in many networks we
personally know cultural operators and are part of
the cultural context in Europe. As a representative
for civil society, Intercult engages both in formal and
informal meetings on an international level,
especially regarding questions on intercultural
dialogue. Some examples are Culture Action
Europe, I E T M, Platform for Intercultural Europe,
Nordic Forum for Inter-culture, River//Cities. We also
have an extended network in Sweden and Europe
with both established artists, artists on the rise, and
artists with diverse cultural backgrounds.

As initiator of European projects over the past 15 years,
we have an enormous knowledge based on the
implementation of activities in many different artistic and
cultural contexts. We have gained knowledge both from
successful and less successful experiences of
partnership, administration, report writing, project
planning and financing. We have collaborated with
artists from different cultures, disciplines and structures.

EXPERTISE
Long-term observation of EU’s culture-political
development and relationships to member and neighbour
countries. This puts special demands on observing,
understanding, and analyzing the content of current
programs, policies and tendencies. The stream of
information is constantly refreshed through our network of
cultural and artistic organisations and individuals in
Sweden and across Europe.

Our resource bank is framed by additional assets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competent, well-established and highly engaged staff with broad knowledge and
experience
Our own very useful facilities
Good and well established routines for communication and marketing
Our projects and activities are widely known
We have good relationships with important funding bodies
We have a high delivery record
A well-oiled administration
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EUROPA DIREKT INTERCULT
As an integral part of ERC we also operate Europe Direct Intercult (EDI). EDI is an information
office available for the spreading of information and to create activities with the aim of spreading
knowledge about the structures, programs and financial possibilities in the EU. The EU commission
has given us this task because we have a well-defined target audience (the culture sector). EDI
funding is based on a 50% co-financing from ERC and several ERC-activities are part of the EDIprogram.
EDI is open 20 hours a week when Chrissie Faniadis is available. From the amount of telephone
calls and emails we get, we can infer that the interest in EU issues is growing. This above all in
regard to financing, finding partners and the process of designing a European project. But the
cultural sector also has a need for general information regarding the European Union. We have
discovered that knowledge is lacking in regard to EU structures leading to a limited understanding
of the institutional processes and policies. Chrissie is constantly involved in research work to keep
up with what is a foot and much of this information is disseminated to our network in the EDI
newsletters. We also offer a range of activities from short seminars, courses and information
outreach work, Katarina Kvartersdag (a local Neighbourhood Day) and participation in international
conferences in which we shed light on issues that engage Intercult and which are strongly
European in nature.

RE:IMAGINING CULTURAL SPACE WITH NORDIC LAB
An International conference
A part of the EDI-program

The conference was the second in a series, initiated with the conference Re:Designing Cultural
Politics in 2009, in collaboration with Orionteatern. This time we directed our attention to producers
and practitioners. In evaluating the 2009 conference there was a request for a more diverse
audience, “where are the young people?”, and for this reason we made a special allocation of free
student tickets that could be applied for.
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Over twenty-five artists and arts managers from Europe and Sweden were invited to take place in a
series of interactive panel discussions. Another twenty-five specially invited guests from Baltic and
Nordic cultural institutions were invited to attend a Nordic Lab. This was possible thanks to support
from Nordic Culture Point. The discussions centred upon ways in which initiatives and
organisations created alternatives to institutional structures. We discussed tendencies and creative
strategies both from the independent arts sector and in relation to political directives. Which
policies best support flexible artistic and cultural structures?
We asked Culture Action Europe to schedule the Swedish launch of ”we are more” and were able
to utilize their network. We launched a student campaign to generate interest among young people
in cultural political questions and were able to allow 18 students from all over Europe to attend the
conference free of charge. We also held a short course for politicians on European Cultural Politics
attracting seven participants (Bengt Berg from the Swedish Parliament, Gizela Sladic from
Stockholm County Council and Inga-Märta Fröman, Kerstin Wickman, Ann Mari Engel, Elisabeth
Fleetwood from The City of Stockholm and Mikael Schultz from the Ministry of Culture).

Suzanne Osten, Anne Lise Stenseth and Dragan Protic discuss from an artist perspective
The conference gathered a total of 158 participants to a well organized and much appreciated
branch meeting. The roster of 27 speakers included Suzanne Osten, Dragan Klaic, America Vera
Zavala, Lidia Makovska, Goran Sergej Pristas, Patrik Liljegren and Birgitta Englin.
The Nordic Lab took place on the conference’s final day and involved 60 participants. The aim was
to deepen the previous days’ discussions in smaller groups. Each participant participated in two
themed discussions led by a chosen expert. The day ended with common discussion group
reports. The result was encouraging, as many participants expressed feeling more able to actively
enter the discussion.
Organisations invited to the Nordic Lab included: Subtopia, WISP, Rörelsen, The Romanian
Culture Institute (Stockholm), Taastrup Teater (Copenhagen), Moriska Paviljongen (Malmö), The
House of Culture (Aarhus), Helsingör Teater, Nordic Black Theatre (Oslo), LumparLab (Åland),
Blaue Frau/SubFrau (Helsinki), MUU Gallery (Helsinki), Culturelab (Riga), NOASS (Riga), BADco.
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(Zagreb), Kultura Miejeska (Gdansk), aktör&vänner (Gothenburg), Sõltumatu Tantsu Ühendus/STÜ
(Tallinn), MADE/Norrlandsoperan (Umeå), Teatermaskinen (Västmanland), Himlabacken
(Österlen), Dansbyrån (Göteborg), Teatercentrum, Till medborgarnas glädje and Orionteatern
(Stockholm).

One of the Nordic Labs.

The participants took active part.

COURSES
1 – THE ART OF CREATING A EUROPEAN PROJECT
22-23 April in the Annex
The course aimed to explain the building blocks of European project design, provide fundamental
knowledge concerning EU’s cultural politics and structures, practical advice in application
technique and inspiration. Our guest lecturer was Paolo Aniello from the SPACE Project in
Holland. The course is offered at least once a year to initiate participants in the basic application
and project design processes for projects with a European dimension.
There were 35 participants, speakers included.
2 - EU AND CULTURE – A SHORT COURSE THE 8TH OF DECEMBER
This was an introduction to the EU by Chrissie Faniadis, emphasizing culture as a creative force in
European development. 25 persons participated.

CONSULTATIONS
Cultural operators from all over Sweden sought advice
Consultations function as conversations ”on demand”, when a group calls us we define their needs
together with them. Above all the consultations encouraged groups to think in terms of including a
European collaborative dimension in their proposed project, proposing possible partners or
advising in how one could go about finding partners as well as explaining the bare bones of funding
applications. Over 80 consultations with 42 different cultural initiatives, independent companies and
institutions were held during 2010.
THE COACHING PROJECT
In February 2010 we sent out an open call for projects that aimed to to seek European or other
international funding, to apply to Intercult for guidance. This initiative proved to be very popular with
more than 65 project proposals competing for our services. We chose seven projects with varying
time perspectives and assistance needs. We have now followed these projects offering support
during research, development, application and budgeting phases.
The following organizations received guidance during 2010; Supermarket, Dramalabbet, and
Konserthuset in Stockholm, Waltic/Sveriges Författarförbund, Riksteatern, Urban Lab Gothenburgh
and Himlabacken i Skåne. Riksteatern delivered an application ”Europe Now” to the EU Cultural
Program that was subsequently granted.
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INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS AND BOARD/ADVISORY COUNCIL WORK
Intercult sees itself as a Swedish-European organisation and is active in several networks. It is
through these networks that we maintain contact with events in Europe and with our colleagues’.
We also meet potential partners for our projects and other Swedish projects, guest teachers for our
courses and speakers at conferences. Through these contacts we can make a difference in cultural
development on a European level, a responsibility that we gladly shoulder.
CULTURE ACTION EUROPE (C A E)
CAE is a platform designed to be a voice for the artistic collective in the EU. Chris Torch sits as
Vice President on the advisory council and works with the network’s policy documents and
development strategies. He has been especially active during 2010 in developing the ”we are
more” campaign that was launched during the Autumn. The campaign focuses on procuring more
and better resources for culture when the EU revises its budget for the years 2014-2020. CAE
organized a well-attended conference, ”The time is now”, in which both Chris and Chrissie
participated. Chris was a conference speaker and Chrissie guided the unofficial “Swedish
delegation”. CAE was also a collaborator in Re:Imagining Cultural Space.
PLATFORM FOR INTERCULTURAL EUROPE (P I E)
P I E is an initiative based on a EU Commission directive seeking to improve branch dialogue. A
number of European operators were encouraged to gather under one of three platforms: ”for
Intercultural Europe”, ”for Creative industries” and ”Access for culture”. Intercult’s engagement in
this platform seems natural and Chris Torch accepted a position on the advisory board from the
outset. P I E has developed a format for regional ”Practice exchange on intercultural capacitybuilding” which Chris is actively following.
IETM
The long established IETM network grows constantly in strength and in 2010 gathers 600
international cultural organisations; theatres, festivals, dance companies, initiatives and
entrepreneurs from across the globe. The Spring meeting in Berlin will be long remembered as it
began the same day as a volcano eruption on Iceland, which caused the meeting to be extended
informally for a couple of days. Both Ida and Corina attended. Ida was elected to the advisory
board. The Autumn meeting in Glasgow was less dramatic. Ida alone represented Intercult. The
advisory board will primarily work on implementing IETM´s new 3-year plan containing both a
culture political agenda and one more member oriented agenda. Ida participated also as IETM’ s
representative at a conference in Senegal in May, ”Forum des acteurs culturel” where she spoke
about international networks.
IETM – STOCKHOLM 2011
In April 2011 IETM will take place in Stockholm with the theme ”Whose story is it?” Dansens Hus
has primary responsibility for the event but Intercult will be active, both with performances of
Glorious Death and with seminars/workshops. Ida joins Christina Molander MDT/SITE, Claes
Karlsson from Stockholm Kulturfestival, Rani Kasapi at Riksteatern, Anneli Gardell of
NorrlandsOperan and Eva Broberg from Dansens Hus in the steering committee and has attended
a great number of meetings to design the event and follow its development.
RIVER//CITIES
The platform River//Cities is a transversal network gathering a diverse set of organisations based in
cities on rivers. The aim is to compare and learn from one another, to discuss, analyze and act on
the challenges posed by the future in areas of culture, environment, education, social structures
and city planning. The Autumn of 2010 saw River//Cities officially registered, with Chrissie Faniadis
as a founding member. Impact Foundation in Poland runs the River//Cities platform.
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EUROPEAN MUSEUM FORUM (EMF)
EMF works with support from Council of Europe to increase the quality for visitors to Europe’s
museums and to strengthen museums’ role in society. The European Museum of the Year Award is
presented annually to a newly opened or renovated museum. Chris was elected to join the EMFs
board of trustees in connection with the 2010 European Museum of the Year Award – a conference
and award ceremony in Tampere in Finland at the end of May. He contributes with an international
and intercultural perspective as well as Intercult’s huge network in Sweden and Europe.

OTHER ACTIVITIES IN THE FRAMEWORK FOR ERC
INTEREST GROUP FOR CULTURE AND DEVELOPMENT
Rani Kasapi at Riksteatern invited us to join in forming an interest group to effectively lobby key
persons, decision makers and the media with the intention of strengthening the role of culture in
foreign aid initiatives. The group also includes the organisations Selam and Farhang. Our first
meeting took place in November and was a process led in the Annex. During 2011 we will meet
decision makers, write a manifest and organise a number of activities. Ida represents Intercult and
she also carries experiences from cultural organisation Djef Djel’s development project in Senegal
into the work. Our engagement follows a vision that Intercult in the future will also run cultural
projects with a clear aid and development role.
LECTURES AND SEMINAR PARTICIPATION
We spread our competence externally
January 8

Kulturverkstan Göteborg - lecture/workshop

January21-22

Teatermaskinen, Skinnskatteberg - workshop with politicians and cultural
operators

January 28-30

Maribor, Slovenia – speech and workshop at the New Models conference

February 1

Helsingør, DK - workshop med politicians /officials Helsingborg & Helsingør

February 5

The Annex – field trip for a European studies course (Göteborg)

March 9

Think tank - Vox Pacis Folke Bernadotte

March 22-23

R//C conference - Gdansk – lecture and discussion

April 12

Scenkonst Sörmland – full day’s workshop

April 13-14

Europe Forum in Hässleholm

April 15

Madrid, Spain - Les Rencontres - lecture

April 23

The Annex– The Art of Creating a European project - lectures

April 24

Svensk Teaterunion’s seminar at c/o Stadsteatern

May 7

Kulturverkstan Göteborg - lecture

May 10

Culture Club Uppsala - Regina Teatern – lecture

May 18

The Annex – a study visit from Utrecht – lecture

May 22

EMF in Tampere - moderator for conference on new museums

May 27

Presentation at KulturKontakt Sveriges day of inspiration

May 28-29

Roma PIE - Practice Exchange – lecturer and rapporteur

July 2-4

Black Sea Academy Istanbul – lectures

September 5-6

Council of Europe & Council of Regions Brussels – discussion leader,
rapporteur

September 30

Kulturskolan/Kulturförvaltningen Stockholm City - lecture
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October 8-9

CAE General Assembly and conference – speech and discussion leader

October 11

Svensk ITI/Teaterunionen – Internationalisations conference - speech

October 11

W.I.S.P

October 11

SKL Regional aspects of culture in Västerås

October 21

Gävle - Europe Direct – conference- lecture

October 26

Teatro de la Abadia/UTE - Madrid – speech and panel participant

November 12

Stockholm’s University – Project leader – lecturer

November 12

EDI presentation at Stockholm’s Central Station

November 12

Senior Stories, meeting National Museum, Nordic Museum, Army Museum
and Sonja Östergren

November 20

Theatre Days at Riksteatern – regional leaders meeting – lecture and info
table

November 24

Studieförbundet Vuxenskolan – lecture

November 24-25

Istanbul 2010 - Cultural Policy conference – lecture and panel participant

December 1

Unesco Conference ”When the ink has dried”

December 7

Riksutställningarnas ”Intensive days” lectures

December 16

Ministry of Culture reporting session for OMC

KATARINA KVARTERSDAG
EDI initiates local cooperation
The last Saturday in May was the first ever Katarina Kvartersdag. Inspired by European
Neighbourhood Day, we took contact with all the cultural organisations in our neighbourhood
working both locally and internationally. We gathered four organisations in the neighbourhood of
Katarina, Dramalabbet, Katarina Church, Södra Teatern and The Polish Institute, who all agreed to
open their doors a little wider than usual together with Intercult.

Open house at EDI (left) and the Kletzmer Orchestra Sabbath Hela Veckan (right) led the way to
the organisations’ open houses. Photos: José Figueroa
Chrissie Faniadis and Vanessa Ware organised the event together. The day was filled with both
collaborative events and own programs (Intercult showed the videos from Fast Forward videos and
had open house at EDI). The Klezmer Orchestra, Sabbath Hela Veckan, led the way inbetween the
organisations, attracting a lot of curious followers from the neighbourhood. The evening featured
live performances and a club. The event gathered 80 visitors. After evaluation we decided to repeat
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the concept the following year above all because it was so rewarding to belong to such a
geographically close knit and culturally strong local network.

A SUMMARY OF ERC RESULTS 2010
We work actively with the Swedish cultural sector and offer our support and competence to
international and intercultural initiatives. A total of 152 persons from a great diversity of Swedish
cultural institutions have sought out Intercult during 2010 to ask for consultations or to attend one of
our courses. In our coaching project seven cultural projects were singled out for stronger support.
One of these, Riksteatern, achieved a very positive result in reference to an exciting project
application to the EU cultural program 2007-2013.
We have held or participated in 36 lectures or seminars hosted by other organisations. Our
conference Re:Imagining Cultural Space at Orionteatern gathered 158 registered participants, of
which 60 also participated in the closing Nordic Culture Lab. The active networking in which
Intercult has been engaged across Europe has strengthened our role in international contexts. We
are involved in six European networks either as board members or members of an advisory
committee. In the European cultural political debate we have been involved in the design and
launching of the “we are more” campaign – Act for Culture in Europe.
The ERC has been led by Chrissie Faniadis with the whole staff at Intercult as resource persons.
Chrissie is especially qualified through her MA in Culture (Broadcast and Film Management) and
an MA in European politics (Advanced European Political and Administrative Studies from the
College of Europe). Chrissie participated in an intensive post education in Cultural diplomacy in
Berlin in February.
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INTERCULT’S STRUCTURE
THE ANNEX
A venue and meeting place
Whenever asked and when the space is available we are happy to let colleagues use the Annex as
a venue or meeting place. 2010 has seen the following projects or theatres as guests;
Dramalabbet, Riksteatern, Svensk Danskommitté, Mamadou Sene, Kulturföreningen Djef Djel, Ass
Baobab, Irina Anufrieva, performer from Belarus who rehearsed their performance, STOFF
Stockholm Fringe Fest, Teatermaskinen, Centrum for Dramatik, Teater Subfrau, Svenska
Regissörs Förbundet, Teater Weak, Forix, Dramatiska Institutet och Judit Benedek.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
During 2010 Intercult continued to develop digital tools for external communication. With a limited
budget, a need to reach across Sweden and internationally and through the possibilities offered by
the Internet, a prioritising of digital communications tools was a solid choice. Since our
communications director, Vanessa Ware, has extensive knowledge in this department we were
able to build our digital infrastructure. We have a new website that was launched during the Spring;
http://www.intercult.se has been upgraded to the new decade’s standards with an accessible and
easily navigated website that makes our activities as transparent as possible. News are published
regularly as well as links to public meetings and to the networks that Intercult is engaged in.
The web solution has a microsite-function that allows us to easily construct websites for projects
and events. (See http://www.intercult.se/reimagining-cultural-space) This possibility is a step
towards our goal to become a resource for a variety of collaborative projects, also contributing in
communication and marketing.
Ida Burén began to Twitter during 2010. It is a useful channel for communication with other cultural
operators and journalists.
Intercult’s international collaborations were previously recorded on film. In conjunction with the final
year of Black/North SEAS a project blog was established (seasx.wordpress.com) where artists and
production managers presented themselves and wrote of their experiences during SEAS Xpedition
in Turkey.
SEAS Dock – http://www.seas.se is an extensive website with an evaluation, reflections and
documentation of the Black/North SEAS project 2006-2010. (Read further under heading SEAS
Dock.) It is a resource for persons working with or planning to work with multilateral projects in
Europe. Internet documentation of cultural projects is still unusual. This is apparent in the interest
all the European networks we have contacted have shown in spreading the SEAS Dock link. We
will continue to develop formats for documentation in future projects.
The challenge facing us is to provide an engaging content through our channels in order to attract
our audience also on the virtual plane.
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ORGANISATION
RE-ORGANISATION
Changes that creates possibilities
During the year we have effected a major change in the organisation. Chris Torch, founder and
until the end of 2010 also its artistic director comments the reorganisation and his new role as
senior associate:
”Intercult was created over 14 years ago with a small team, no economic resources but with two
strong goals: to place cultural diversity on the agenda and to internationalize Swedish cultural life.
These two ambitions together became an intercultural vision. Today, diversity is better displayed in
the performing arts, but at the same time other challenges have risen in the path of globalization.
Fourteen years is a long time for anyone to lead an organization. Initiative becomes habit. Intuition
becomes reflex.
I am extremely proud to be able to hand the running of Intercult over to a competent team led by
my colleague of many years, Ida Burén. I am also satisfied with Intercult’s growth into a stabile
organization with a complex network and a viable economic structural base. At the same time I am
enthusiastic in the face of spending more time working internationally with a special focus on the
Black Sea Region and other regions on the frontiers of Europe”.
Beginning in January 2011 Ida Burén will take over as CEO. With this, Intercult will be redefined
from having been steered by one artistic director to a platform-based organisation. Intercult is
today one of Sweden’s leading operators of transnational and intercultural cultural projects. We are
a working group composing a unique set of competences with an enormous up-to-date network
extending throughout the field locally, nationally and internationally. To meet the challenges of the
future, Intercult, under Ida’s leadership, will become a platform on which project directors will
develop and run projects more or less independently, in the pursuit of Intercult’s overall vision and
goals.
When we look back at this process of reorganisation we can see that it has taken a good deal of
our time. It was a challenge to restructure a system of mandates within an existing work force and
our method was to take it step by step keeping focus on the wished for end result. Ida took over
leadership of the European Resource Centre for Culture already during the summer. The board
approved the proposed changes in August and a transitional phase ran throughout the Autumn.
The development of new operation models began in January and we expect that this work will
continue throughout the whole of the coming year.
STAFFS
Our core team during 2010 was comprised of the following persons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chris Torch – artistic director and CEO
Ida Burén – managing director and economy
Vanessa Ware – marketing and communication manager
Corina Oprea – assistant to the artistic director and co-ordinator of international projects
Chrissie Faniadis – project manager for European Resource Centre for Culture and Europe
Direct
Jennie Hasselqvist – administrator and economy assistant (33% until June)
Adam Jeanes – project director for Black/North SEAS (50%)

Different projects have involved short-term employees both in Sweden and other countries. We
contracted youth from the organisation Subfuzion as office assistants. We have enjoyed the help of
a student at Stockholm University’s project manager education; Kristina Ullgren who did her work
experience at Intercult.
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BOARD
Our board members are:
Chris Torch, Ida Burén, Adam Jeanes, Rani Kasapi, Edward Buffalo Bromberg, Monica Fundin
Pourshahidi, Birgitta Persson, Stefan Böhm – adjunct and Emma Dominguez – adjunct.

FINANCES
Our turnover has decreased in comparison with the record numbers in 2009. This accords with the
budget and is attributed to a lower level of activity as Black/North SEAS, draws to a close. The
chief challenge of the year was solving a liquidity equation that involved a lack of funds towards the
end of the year. This is also due to our beloved EU project Black/North SEAS. A basic tenant of
every EU project is that one must spend every penny allocated and then wait at least six months
before recouping the last 15% of the funds allocated. In our case this meant that we, and some of
our partners, were forced to extend credit amounting to almost 2.5 million SEK payable after the
SEAS report was approved. We were therefore forced to seek a short-term bank loan and to
reduce staff. We had the great fortune to be one of the recipients of The City of Stockholm’s culture
bonus for excellence in activities 2009 and this money was a welcome asset in the early Autumn of
2010.
We have retained our annual operating grant from The Swedish Arts Council, The Stockholm
County Council and The City of Stockholm at the same level as last year. In addition to this, we
have received project grants from The Swedish Arts Council and The Stockholm County Council
for the operation of ERC, and from The EU program office for Europe Direct Intercult, from The
Swedish Institute for SEAS Xpedition, SEAS Batumi and Fast Forward, from the Scottish Arts
Council and Aberdeen City for SEAS Aberdeen and Dates, from Umeå 2014 for Dates, from Arts
Council England for SEAS Xpedition, SEAS Batumi and SEAS Dock, from Nordic Culture Point for
Re:Imagining Cultural Space, from The Swedish Arts Council for SEAS Stockholm.
Apart from this we have generated in own earned income approximately 500 000 SEK from lecture
fees, conferences, courses, performances and renting out our spaces.
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WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF OUR COLLABORATING PARTNERS,
FUNDERS, AND PROJECT PARTICIPANTS FOR THEIR TRUST AND BELIEF
IN US DURING 2010 – AND WE HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL AGAIN IN 2011!

